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bscura workshop ~ turn your view upside down!

Flora debechi 

@floradebechi



Camera Obscura means in latin ‘dark chamber’
 
Camera obscuras have been used for thousands of years as drawing aids, in 
the early development of photography and also just for fun. Some archeolo-
gist have theories about neolithic people using camera obscurers to make cave 
paintings! Click below on the photos to see more information about the history 
of the camera obscura...
The discovery of the camera obscura was a magical experience for me as a 
child, which set me on the path to photography and working with glass lenses. 



STAGE ONE: CHOOSE YOUR ROOM

Decide which room in your house you would like to make your camera 
obscura in. A few things you might want to think about is:

-Where is the brightest spot/light from outside coming from?
-Which view would you like to turn upside down?
-How big is your window? A bigger window will take more effort and 
  materials to cover .
-Is there a blank wall opposite the window? 

The image will project onto any surface but a white wall can make seeing the 
image easier



STAGE TWO: GATHER YOUR MATERIALS

When you make a camera obscura you are essentially looking to block out 
all the light coming from your window into the room. To do this you can use 
many different household materials:

-Cardboard
-Bin bags
-Tinfoil
-Black out blind (note: make sure you can make a hole in whatever material 
you are using)

You will also need:
-Scissors
-Masking tape/gaffer tape*
*make sure to ask your parents/guardians for help with this stage!



STAGE THREE: START COVERING YOUR WINDOW!

*Remember at this stage to stay safe and get help from an adult using scissors 
or standing on anything*

Make sure all the light is blocked from the window- this means also any light 
which may be coming through the tape! I find using layers of tin foil works the 
best as it’s light proof, it can however reflect light inwards so be careful to cover 
all the gaps.

As it gets darker how do you see the light changing in the room?



STAGE FOUR: MAKING YOUR PINHOLE

When your window is completely covered and no light is coming into the 
room it’s time to make your pinhole. 

This is the hole which will let light in to reveal the projected image- this works 
like the aperture in a camera the smaller the pinhole the clearer (and dimmer) 
your image, the bigger the aperture the fuzzier and brighter your image will be. 

This will depend on how bright the light is outside your window. 



Take a small square of cardboard (cereal packet is good)
Draw round a 2p piece
Fold the card in half with the circle in the middle
Cut out your circle
Make a hole in the material covering your window a little smaller than the 
piece of card your pinhole is on
Tape it over
Your image should start to appear...



I have attached my pinhole in the 
middle of my window.

Once you have tried this first you 
can experiment with two pinholes 
in different places, this will have 
an effect on your image!



STAGE FIVE: LETTING YOUR EYES ADJUST

It will be difficult to see your projection straight away and you may need to let 
your eyes adjust to the dim atmosphere.

Cover your eyes and count to 30 when you remove your hands you should 
start to notice your image. Upside down!! (if you really can’t see anything try 
making your pinhole a bigger circle)

The cool thing is the image is moving! If you want to test it ask your friend/sib-
ling/parent/neighbour to wave at you from outside your window!

Tip: You can experiment with putting lenses from a pair of glasses in front of 
the pinhole, how does this change the image?



STAGE SIX: HOW TO TAKE PICTURES

Because you are in a very dark environment it may be difficult to take pictures 
or video using your mobile phone. Experiment to see if you can!

You can also use a digital SLR to make the image in your room much brighter 
and enable you to see the image more clearly.

Try using your camera on the manual setting using a slow shutter speed like ¼ 
second f5.6  ISO to 3200 

Share your images using the hashtag   #gmtfcameraobscura



Have fun turning your photos the right way up!
Share your images using the hashtag   #gmtfcameraobscura


